Directions to Beth Shalom Munich
Guests are kindly asked to register before the visit!
Please bring your ID-Card with you.
The address of our synagogue is Steinerstraße 15, Building K, MünchenMittersendling. It is located on the 1st floor next to the “Tölzer Knabenchor”.
(Please do not use this address for post, but rather our postbox: Postfach 750 566,
81335 München.)
By car :
Drive south on Plinganserstraße. Steinerstraße is the 3rd street on your right after
crossing the “Mittlerer Ring”. The building is on your left, directly after the next crossing. Parking in the courtyard is available on weekends.
There are however only a limited number of parking spaces in Waakirchner Straße,
Steinerstraße or Tölzer Straße during the working week, which is why we
recommend the use of public transport.
By public transport there are various possibilities:
1. You can also take the S7 to “Mittersendling”. From there, it is a 5 minute walk
along “Flößergasse” street. The building is at the corner of “Steinerstraße”,
which is ahead of you on the right.
2. Take the U3 to “Obersendling”. Exit the train station and take a left onto Tölzer Straße. Walk up Tölzer Straße which changes into Flößergasse. (Alternatively you can take the bus 134 towards “Harras” and exit at “Flößergasse”.)
At the corner of Flößergasse and Steinerstraße take a left onto Steinerstraße.
After this turn make an immediate left into the courtyard. Building K is the first
house on the left.
3. Take the U6 to “Harras”. From there, take bus 134 towards “Fürstenried
West”. Your stop is “Flößergasse”. The building is on your right.
Please note the following:
To expedite the security check, we ask that if possible you do not bring bags or
backpacks. Larger pieces of luggage or cameras are not permitted. In addition,
photography or filming in the community rooms is not permitted and mobile phones
must be turned off. In order to respect the kosher rules in the community, we ask you
not to bring any food.
.
Welcome to Beth Shalom!
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